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Cleaning & Handling 
Standard Optics 

 

 
 

NOTE:   If your part is designed for wavelengths above 2 microns 
or is a wire grid polarizer, the instructions in this section could 
cause damage to your part. Please refer to the last page for general 
VersaLight, UV & MWIR Polarizer cleaning/handling instructions. 
(For additional information, call 303-833-4333.) 

HANDLING: Practicing proper handling techniques will de- 
crease the necessity for cleaning your optics. 

 
 

1. Always wear powder-free gloves or 
finger cots. Vinyl, polyethylene, latex, or 
low lint cotton are recommended. 

 

 
2. Handle optics by the edges. 

Never touch the surface of your 
optics (even with gloves on). 

 

 
3. Keep optics free of particles by 

handling in low-dust environments. 
When optics are not in use, individually 
wrap in clean lens tissue before storing. 

 
 
 
 

Improper handling or storing of optics may cause contamination to your parts, potentially decreasing their 
performance (and lifetime). See next page for recommended cleaning instructions. 



Cleaning & Handling 
Standard Optics 

 

 
 

Even with necessary handling precautions, optics may become 
contaminated (e.g. dust, stains, etc.) and proper cleaning will be 
required for optimal performance. 

CLEANING:  

Method 1. Clean Air Duster 
Dusting should always be your 
first step. Clean air is typically 
compressed/filtered air or 
Nitrogen. Only if this is not 
sufficient should solvent & lens 
tissue be used. 

NOTE: Acetone is not safe for all optical surfaces. In general, it is 
best to use laboratory grade Methanol or Isopropyl Alcohol. 

Method 2: Solvent & Lens Tissue (or Cleanroom Swab) 
Fold lens tissue to an appropriate size for the optic. Then apply enough 
Methanol to wet the tissue (should be wet but not dripping). Clean the 
edges first to prevent debris from being dragged across   the surface. Once 
you have cleaned the edges, use a new piece of lens tissue to wipe. 
 

Wipe slowly in one 
direction across the optic 
(NEVER back and forth). 

If there is still debris, start over with a new piece of lens tissue (this avoids 
grinding in the particles you are trying to remove). 

Once cleaned and inspected, return the optic to its mount 
or case to avoid any further contamination. 



Cleaning & Handling 
 

Wire Grid 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: Extra care must be taken when handling VersaLight 
polarizers that do not have a protective coating over the wire 
grid surface.   

For questions regarding the 
proper care of Meadowlark’s 
un-coated VersaLight, Deep 
UV & MWIR Polarizers, please 
contact a sales engineer at 
303-833-4333. 

 
Wire Grid 
Surface 
Do Not 
Touch 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Versalight 
Polarizer

 

HANDLING:

1. Always wear powder-free gloves or finger cots. Vinyl, polyethelene, 
latex, or low lint cotton are recommended. 

2. Handle VersaLight by the edges. Never touch the aluminum wire grid 
surface. 

3. Keep VersaLight free of particles by handling in low-dust environments. Store 
in original packaging when not in use. 

Do Not Touch 

CLEANING:  

If it is necessary to clean the wire grid 
surface, gently blow off with clean, 
filtered, low pressure nitrogen or 
dry air. Do not touch/wipe surface. 

 
 
 
 

The back surface, 
(opposite the wire grid) 

can be cleaned according to 
instructions for standard optics.  

 

Once cleaned and inspected, return VersaLight to its 
mount or case to avoid any further contamination. 

Lid Cup Transmission 
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